
 
 
Stretching single molecules 
 
For many years mechanical engineers have studied the properties of materials such as 
steel and plastic by stretching them, and more recently bio-engineers have undertaken 
such studies on softer materials like plant stems and muscles. Now the atomic force 
microscope is allowing scientists to stretch samples millions of times smaller – single 
molecules.  
 
Massey University’s Dr Bill Williams has received a Marsden Fund grant to study 
polysaccharides, such as the thickening agent pectin, with the atomic force 
microscope. He will be investigating the interesting behaviour the molecules exhibit 
under tension. When a polysaccharide molecule stretches, it unravels itself like a 
screwed up ball of paper – not always smoothly, and frequently changing shape and 
structure as the sugar rings in the molecule rearrange themselves.  
 
Stretching the molecule progressively exposes new groups of atoms, and can cause 
changes in the chemical reactivity. Dr Williams will stretch the polysaccharide 
molecules in the presence of other molecules and he predicts that some of these 
surrounding molecules will react with the stretched polysaccharide, resulting in 
drastic failure of the stretch process. He will generate a whole range of different 
variants of the polysaccharide molecules and determine their structure, before 
stretching them to investigate how their shape and chemical reactivity changes.  
 
The relevance is that many materials and their component molecules of interest in 
biology are subject to mechanical tensions – for example human skin and plant fibres, 
and so it is of great interest to understand at a molecular level the origins for the 
elastic properties, and how they can be modified by their chemical environment. 
 
Total Funding: $630,000 over 3 years 

 
Researcher: Dr Bill Williams 

Institute of Fundamental Sciences 
Massey University, Palmerston North 
06-350 5799 ext. 3543  m.williams@massey.ac.nz 
 

RSNZ contact: Lynley Hargreaves 
Communications – Royal Society of New Zealand 
04-470 5770  lynley.hargreaves@rsnz.org 
 
For further information, contact the Manager of the Marsden 
Fund, Dr Don Smith (don.smith@rsnz.org) 04-470 5776, 021-984 
873, or the Deputy Manager, Dr Peter Gilberd 
(peter.gilberd@rsnz.org) 04-470 5778, 025-614 1416 
 
Full details of all Marsden grants:  www.rsnz.org/funding/ 
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